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TERRARIUM

02

HIBISCUS &
MANDEVILLA

03 MAGNOLIA

Indoor gardening
couldn’t be easier.
Come in and make
mom a terrarium of
cactus and succulents
or pick up one our
designers have
already put together.

These tropical plants
are gorgeous, look
beautiful and will
make mom feel like
she’s on vacation.
Bring them indoors
for the winter and
enjoy on the patio all
summer long.

These classic trees
are beautiful spring
bloomers and their
rich, leathery leaves
add color to your
landscape throughout
the growing season.
Available in a variety
of sizes and colors.
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BARN GIFT
CARDS

The easiest choice.
Get mom a gift card
and let her shop for
herself. Get a $10
bonus card with
every $50 gift card
you purchase!
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ROSES

A rose speaks to the
love you have for
your mom or
grandmother. Our
garden center has
a huge selection
of roses, including
hybrid tea, David
Austin and hardy
shrub roses

POTTERY

A new piece of
pottery is the
perfect way to
add curb appeal
to your home or
patio. All pottery
is 20% off for
Mother’s Day!

STANDARD
HYDRANGEA

These “lollipop”
shaped trees are
tremendously popular
and easy to grow. Their
small size makes them
work in any landscape
and their big blooms
look amazing all
summer long.

MOTHER’S DAY

GIFT IDEAS
LADY
08 PLANT
ITEMS
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Our line of Plant
Lady garden décor
couldn’t be cuter
or spicier! Priced
to fit any budget,
these items will
bring a smile to
moms face. 20%
off this month!

These plants make
the perfect gift for
trendy moms.
Houseplants add
color and life to
your home and
are popping up all
over Instagram and
popular home design
magazines.

HOUSEPLANTS
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Small but mighty

Top Dwarf

Hydrangea
4 FEET &
UNDER

‘Seaside Serenade’ Cape Cod

This newer variety is known for it’s hardiness. It’s a zone 4 macrophylla hydrangea
with big mophead blooms that are ideal for cut flowers.

Seaside Serenade’ Cape Lookout

Amazingly long-lasting, large blooms that emerge pale green, turn pure white,
then develop a lovely light pink tinge as they age. Thick, dark green foliage has
wonderful dark bronze fall coloring.

Everlasting Ruby Red

The reddest hydrangea to date, this beauty will dazzle you with glistening-red,
gemstone-like color and non-stop performance. Dark green leaves are nearly
black, and offer a lovely backdrop for the durable, repeat-flowering blooms.

Bobo

Our top-selling hydrangea, and one of our most popular shrubs. The size, color
and hardiness make this variety a winner. When space is limited, this is a great
choice because it is covered with blooms all summer long.
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Small but mighty

Top Dwarf

Hydrangea
3 FEET &
UNDER

Invincibelle Limetta

This is a new, smaller version of the classic ‘Annabelle,’ but offers big-time
improvements, like strong stems that hold the blooms upright all season, and a
dwarf, rounded habit that makes it perfect to plant anywhere, from foundations
to flower gardens. In early summer, spheres of lime green flowers appear. They
lighten to a soft green-white before turning jade green for the rest of the season.

Invincibelle Ruby

This is a reddish pink version of the Limetta that blooms on new growth, which
means you’ll reliably get blooms every year on this smooth variety of hydrangea.

Invincibelle Wee White

This is the original dwarf and improved version of the Annabelle, Like the
Limetta, the strong stems are sturdy but instead of lime green blooms, this
variety blooms white.

Lets Dance Big Easy

This is a very showy mophead with bright pink blooms with yellow-green centers.
This is a good choice for homeowners that want to add summer blooming shrubs
with color to the landscape.

Summer Crush

A bright pink version of the original Endless Summer and is very compact.
A good choice for homeowners that are looking to use hydrangea seasonally
in containers.

Tuff Stuff

This is a mountain variety of hydrangea that is known for its ability to tolerate the
cold, hence the name. Its lace-cap, pinkish blooms are stunning.
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Small but mighty

Top Dwarf

Hydrangea
2 FEET &
UNDER

Lets Dance Blue Jangles

Exquisite blooms and known for being one of the most reliable re-bloomers.

Pia Pink Elf

Tiny but packs a big punch of color. Great for adding color to small spaces
in the summer. This variety loves the shade, but blooms best with morning
sun.

Tiny Tuff Stuff

This fantastic compact version of Tuff Stuff Hydrangea will provide months of
enjoyment in the garden! Lovely reddish-pink lacecap flowers create a mass
of color in early summer, and continue to bloom right up until frost. The
semi-double to double florets begin with creamy coloration in the center
before maturing to intense pink.

Recommended Hydrangea Products
Hi-Yield Aluminum Sulfate

Hi-Yield Super Triple Phosphate

This is the product we need locally
to acidify our soils. This soil acidifier
is necessary to turn hydrangea
blooms blue.

This is our secret ingredient for
massive, prolific hydrangea blooms.
This is the ideal fertilizer to boost
blooms all summer long.
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Roses
KNOCK OUT
CORAL SHRUB
The Knockout family of
roses is the most disease
resistant rose available,
and it blooms consistently
from spring until the first
frost. The new coral color
is the latest addition in this top-selling
and top-performing, line of roses.

AT LAST SHRUB
Everyone’s been waiting
for a rose that is both
fragrant and disease
resistant, and here it
is. The ‘At Last’ rose is
absolutely stunning, with
creamy orange blooms.
This variety has all the beauty of a hybrid
tea, with all the hardiness of a tough
landscape rose.

SWEET
FRAGRANCE
EASY
ELEGANCE
This gorgeous plant is a
stunner. A sweet yellow
base opens to a wide
apricot blossom, which deepens as it
matures. Named for the sweet fragrance
of the bloom, this variety is a winner.

We’ve created a list of rose varieties
that are lovely, easy to grow and a
perfect gift for mom. While these
choices remain classically beautiful,
they aren’t your grandmother’s roses.

MIRACLE
ON HUDSON
SHRUB
This rose reaches about
3-4’ tall at maturity but it’s
claim to fame is the true
red color of the blooms,
which reach 4 inches in size. Named to honor
the heroic crew and passengers of Flight 1549,
a winner of awards for beauty and performance.

THE POET’S
WIFE DAVID
AUSTIN
David Austin passed
away in 2018, but his
passion and expertise
will allow us to enjoy his
gorgeous roses for generations. The Poet’s
Wife is a true beauty, with wide cupped,
buttery yellow blooms. One of our favorites.

GRANDE A
MORE HYBRID
This is a classic, deep red
hybrid tea rose, with dark
glossy green foliage, ideal
for cutting. Unlike other
tea roses, it is exceptional
in it’s hardiness and disease
resistance. It has been named the winner of
five international medals.

KISS ME EASY
ELEGANCE
The Kiss Me is so pretty,
it’s almost irresistible.
Even more impressive
is that this variety has a
sweet fragrance and the
double, ruffled blooms
will continue blooming all summer long.

MANDARIN
SUNBLAZE
SHRUB

KETCHUP
MUSTARD
HYBRID

Looking for a tiny, dwarf
variety of rose? The
plant stays small but the
blooms are the opposite.
They are not only big in size, but the color is
bold. The bright orange color is a wonderful
addition to small landscapes and ideal for
use in containers.

Yes, we’ve got a tea rose
that combines vibrant
red and yellow into one
bloom. The velvety deep
red blooms have bright yellow centers that
grab attention in the garden.

Top Products to Keep Roses Healthy
Bayer All-In-1 Rose & Flower Care

Bonide Rose Shield Qt. RTU

Healthy Grow Rose & Flower Food

32 oz Concentrate
(Systemic Fertilizer, Insect &
Disease Control)

(Systemic Insect & Disease Control)

(Organic Fertilizer)
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Looking for a punch of color?

Try these annuals

LOWMAINTENANCE

These plants come in a variety of colors and
are drought, disease, and pest resistant.

CLEOME

ZINNIA

PORTULACA

PROLIFIC
BLOOMERS

Choose these for a long bloom
time, and enjoy masses of
blooms all summer long.

SUPERBELLS

ALYSSUM

LOBELIA

PETUNIA

BACOPA

BEST FOR
SHADE
Add lots of color, even in
shady spots, with these plants.

COLEUS

ATTRACT
HUMMINGBIRDS
Hummingbirds have favorites.
Choose these plants to attract
and keep them in your garden.

NEW GUINEA
IMPATIENS

BEGONIA

FUCHSIA

FOR SHADE

LOBELIA

FUCHSIA

FOR SUN

AGASTACHE

ANGELONIA

SALVIA

LANTANA
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ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
MAY 1 - MAY 13

Spilled Wine Weigela #2 NOW $24.99 (reg. $44.99)
Limelight, Little Lime & Little Quickfire Hydrangea #2 NOW $24.99 (reg. $39.99)
All Magnolias 20% OFF
All Rhododendron & Azalea 30% OFF
All Fruit Trees 30% OFF
All Lilac Shrubs 20% OFF

MOTHERS
DAY GIFT
IDEAS!

Get $5 OFF your second Hanging Basket or Potted Planter
All Pottery & Statuary 20% OFF
All Hummingbird Feeders 20% OFF
20% OFF all Home & Gift Decor
1/2 Gallon Perennials for Sun & Shade starting at $7.99
3 1/2" Autumn Fantasy Maples NOW $350 REG., $700 INSTANT IMPACT!
Buy 1 Terrarium, Get the 2nd 50% OFF

Visit www.thebarnnurserylandscape.com for a full list of sale items!
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NOW OPEN
7 DAYS A
WEEK!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Landscape design & installation
Natural stone kitchens & patios
Built in grills & outdoor living areas
Paver hardscapes & driveways
Retaining walls & pool patios
Water features & landscape lighting

DESIGNING BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES IN THE CHICAGOLAND AREA FOR OVER 40 YEARS
8109 S. Route 31, Cary, IL

| 847-658-3883 |

barnnurserylandscape.com

YOUR

BARN BUDDY

COUPON

Expires May 31, 2019. Cannot be combined with any
other special offer or promotion. One per person.
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